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About This Game

Flash Point is a multiplayer First-person Shooter Game with a ton to offer.
MAIN FEATURES

Quick Play Matchmaking

Server Browser

Team Deathmatch, Free-For-All, Domination

4 Maps

In-Game Weapon Unlocks

Weapon Customization

2-12 Players per match

Large Arsenal of Weapons to Use

Chat System Team/All
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Flash Point is a First-Person Shooter Online game that lets you compete with players all over the world. Battle against players in
multiple terrains from outdoor environments to indoors. Epic battles allowing absolute chaos. With so many players to kill and

experience points to earn to unlock new weapons for battle what are you waiting for?

The game is centered around the idea of simplistic yet addictive gameplay. With multiple different game modes to play you can
pick your battles and fight in totally different scenarios. Earn weapons in this game to make you the best. Fight your way to the

top!

Progressive Ranking System
Challenges to customize your guns
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Title: Flash Point - Online FPS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Aidan Gignac
Publisher:
Aidan Gignac
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel i3 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon™ RX 460 Graphics or Nvidia Equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a 64-bit Architecture

English
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11 new cards for 100% OJ? It is called mixed booster pack?

1+1=2

200% Mixed Juice confirmed to release on Steam. :p

On a serious note, these cards are so much fun to use. This DLC expands the variety of strategy that can be used for every
charcter, opposed to the other DLCs that just add 2 characters. It is my favorite DLC to date for this game.

Newer players may want to wait for this DLC to go on sale. This booster pack needs to be bought with the free in game
currency even after buying the DLC. This pack costs the most stars out of any current pack. This makes it hard to obtain early
game due to the amount of other wonderful things to obtain instead.. A promising start in the first game in the series is
hideously derailed here. This second part becomes almost more about gender and sexuality issues than superheroes, fully
seventy five percent of the characters in this CYOA are either transexual, homosexual, bisexual or some kind of genderqueer.
Normally that's not something that bothers me but it starts actively muscling into the story and detracting from the overarching
plot. The game finally drops all pretense to being about superheroes and crimefighting and reaches its ultimate nadir when
you're shoved into a room where your supporting cast (an effeminate gay, a masculine gay, a lesbian and two transexuals) argue
over who is most oppressed. I am not kidding.. It's pretty much just mecharrior 4 at least when it ocmes to the engine but
lacking the ability to see an arm blow off or core explosions.

It has a bare bones mp but has potential

No single player though they say they are working on one but I wouldn't give it any chance of being an interesting one as I doubt
it will have any good voice acting or anything.

Buildins dont blow up

Very tiny player base.

Ultimately it's just not really worth the price or tim meplaying until it's out of ea and has gotten a lot more meat playing the
game which I just dont see happening.

Not the worst game ever at all but it's just no that much fun very few choices when it comes to mechs like 4 or 5 I cant
remember been a long time since I've put any time into the game.. Summary: If you have some change to spare and are a gamer
who likes being comfortable on the couch for non-keyboard games, STOP READING AND ADD THIS TO YOUR CART!!

Necessary for the controller or couch based gamers. Period.

Obviously, not made to be able to play keyboard-only games, but this eliminates the hassle of using a wireless keyboard or
traversing to the desktop to make some KB+B changes.

I personally have a Logitech TV730 for this problem (love it!) and have tried using custom controller schemes to take the reins
of windows, but so far this is the simplest launch-and-use app I've seen. Simple. Creative. Works.

I wouldn't pay for it, but to support the devs in finally--ephasis on FINALLY--making something like this, $3 is not a blood
sacrifice to any diety. LOL

Disclaimer: Is not for everybody. Is not for MMO players or programs and games that REQUIRE a keyboard. Only best for
couch gaming a la console or laziness. Have only tried it with an XB360 controller, though, I do not see why other wouldn't
work.. Tumblr simulator 2K17 10\/10 would go full retard again. Really disappointed that the music is not the original scores,
but rather "synthesizer greatest". Yes, I learn to play the chords, but it sounds like cr*p. Instead of the impressive Batman and
Superman themes, I got Peggy Pig playing with the MIDI keyboard. Why on Earth did you not use the original music? License
issues?
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Absolutely unbearable to play. Walls and stairs that dont render, Conversations that are fragmented parts of the English language
just thrown together, for the most part, and not to mention the fact that you walk through half the environment. i can forgive the
language bit, but its gotta be followable, at the very least. i truly wanted to give this a try, but not even 30 mins in and the bugs
riddled throughout have me going nuts. definite pass until theres some serious overhaul done.. Very unique and original game.
The world is beautiful and easy to get hooked on.. I really liked the concept of a haunted video game ala PonyIsland\/Undertale,
but the game isn't even an hour long and the puzzles are way too simple.. If you base this game on its look alone...it would get a
good rating. Unfortunately that is all you really get, some eye candy. A very small world...couple of villages which are pretty
much empty. A few small quests. Nothing remotely close to what is discribed about the game.

I know...early access. But nothing updated or touched in nearly a year as of this review. I can't recomend this game. Unless the
devs pull one huge rabbit out of their♥♥♥♥♥♥in the near future.

Early Access started out with good intentions. To support game devs. Now it has become a haven for devs to get money, and
run. The devs for this game seem to have taken their money and left the game. Two years and this game hasn't gotten very far.
And likely never will.. Very interesting premise for a game....Very badly done. Took longer to download than to grow every
seed to a 4 star flower.
Some calculations are not explained visibly, such as the +/- for adding a leaf, does not demonstrate leaf over heads (-2 nutes).
Little details like that leave the user wondering if their maths are wrong.

as it stands this game is worth £2 or less in my humble opinion.

I would have paid £30+ if this game gave me a better and clearer understanding of plant mechanics.

I definatly think the creative mind behind this program could earn a small fortune (an honest one, considering the depth or lack
of in this software) by making use of indoor vs outdoor growing, light types, air pruning technology. it should teach us about
field capacity and when defoliation is useful to allow a plant with limited light to ripen fruit/flowers properly.

MORE!. never before played a game of this kind - third person runner.
you run and jump like in any platformer game, but in full 3D, with third person view.
i want to specially admit not some general "graphics", its quite ok, but looks rather usual for game that is made with unreal
engine, but WHAT was made - lots of really interesting different beautiful fantastic worlds and interiors, each looking
differently and having its own nature.
game has interesting tasks you cannot just pass immediately, you need to try and to try again, though it looks simple, third
person view makes many tasks more difficult.. I would love to recommend this game really.

But currently there is no restoration patch and fan community has no plan to make one for Moenovels version, so I cannot
recommend this game at the moment.

Poorly translation, too much missing content....

@Moenovel get you S**H*I*T together "12 year old french girls" are not your main market!. glorified flash game
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